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IETF Trust : A Quiet Period

- There have been very few Trust issues since IETF Beijing.
- The Minutes are up-to-date.
- We have had no subpoenas.
- There are ongoing discussions about the “Time Zone Database.”
IETF Trust: Recent Activities: Defense of IPR

- An issue arose concerning the use of derivative works based on the IETF Logo
  - I.e., there was a web site that used the IETF Logo in their logo
  - The IETF Logo may be used (as part of a description of an IETF meeting, for example), but it may not be modified without the explicit authorization of the Trust.
- This was resolved satisfactorily.
IETF Trust Actions: Time Zone Database

Time Zones (and shifts to and from Daylight Savings / Summer Times) are subject to local control and can change suddenly.

For some time, the NIH has been hosting a time zone database and mailing list, but this needs to be transitioned to a more permanent home.

There is a draft `draft-lear-iana-timezone-database-02` which describes the planned move of the database and mailing list to IANA.

The database is intended to be unencumbered and in the public domain. The mailing list will not be subject to the IETF Note Well.

The IETF Trust will hold the database, to the extent it is not in the public domain.
Questions?

● Thank You!